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Social Media is just another new method for survey recruiting
 Despite the icons, I am not solely focused on Social Media (SM)
 Instead:
– Proving or disproving statistical equivalency
– Increasing the power of convenience samples
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Social Media is a big deal!
 It is absolutely pervasive
 It’s new, it’s hip, it’s fun, it’s what’s going on…
 Icons are everywhere! Everybody is doing it!

 It will cure what ails you! Aches, pains, surveys, samples, you name it!
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TRB is Social Media savvy!
 Who’s tweeting this session right now? Tell all my FB friends I say
hey…
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Even DOTs are using SM! And asking customers about it!
 IL Tollway Survey
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Okay, let’s get real…does SM help survey recruiting?
 Question: What are we trying to do here? What do we want from
our projects?
 Answer: We want to understand our transportation markets
(customers and potential customers) using accurate, robust, and
cost effective research methods
 Is there a place for Social Media in this?
 Yes!
 Will it change research as we know it? Probably not, but it can
help
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What are we trying to accomplish by survey recruiting
 Survey recruiting should be probabilistic, with as little coverage
error as possible
 Coverage error means ensuring that as many people as possible
in the target population have a non-zero probability of being able
to respond to the survey
– For example, say you want to sample transit riders—you could
randomly sample buses and trains to represent the transit rider
population
– Say you wanted to sample a region to do a transportation survey,
then you could randomly sample addresses to represent HH’s in a
geographic area
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So what can SM do for us recruiting-wise?
 SM Recuriting can potentially increase sample sizes
(sometimes significantly) if we can prove it is equivalent to a
probability sample that is conducted in parallel or previously
 This comparison requires statistical tests that prove
“noninferiority” and which require a little more effort, but it’s
not hard
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Hypothesis Testing
 Null Hypothesis: A equals B
 Alternative Hypothesis: A is diff from B
 If we can’t reject the null and prove a difference, that doesn’t mean
that A is statistically equivalent to B!!
 We need to rework the problem somewhat:
 New Null: A minus B is greater than a threshold
 New Alternative: A minus B is less than the threshold (within acceptable
range)
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So what can’t SM do for us recruiting-wise?
 It’s not a probability sample
 Your current/previous probability sample must stand on its
own
 Equivalent or not, you still learn a lot (with very low marginal
costs)
 If statistically equivalent you get low cost additional sample
 More than SM applies here—remember stodgy old email?
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Case studies
 Utah Transit Authority OD Study
 33 completes from UTA’s social media sites—Twitter and FB
 34 completes from link posted on UTA’s website
 No avalanche of data, but simple to do
 No inferences to be made between website vs. SM. This was just
trying to maximize response
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Alamo Transportation Study: using SM recruiting with ads
 It was inexpensive but also ineffective
 The client (Alamo RMA) was interested in trying this approach vs.
purchased sample
– SM thought to be more representative and less expensive

 San Antonio area was the geographic boundary
 Targeted people based on profile: anyone with “Truck Driver” as a
profession or an interest

 Results:
–
–
–
–

~116,000 “impressions”
36 clicks on ads
0 completes
cost: $45.40
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Case studies
 RTA customer satisfaction study: Metra commuter rail
 Same link put on Metra’s website (carousel) and sent out to
Metra’s twitter feeds/FB
 Results: 788 completes! Though we don’t know which came
from which recruiting method (web or SM?)
 Twitter suspected to be the main source of sample due to
the proactive nature—like an email as people are looking
for alerts…
– It also irked a number of folks on Metra’s “alerts” email list, “You
have been alerted there is a survey going on!”
– Over 4,100 email completes!
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Metra Twitter Feed
 Lots of reasons for pax to read this—similar to email
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We actually got RT’ed
 I wouldn’t say
we went viral,
but we got
some
traction…
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Future research/conclusions
 Statistical equivalency analysis is important for these new
convenience sampling techniques –and not just SM techniques
 Good way to supplement your studies, but not a complete
substitute for probability recruiting
– By using these overlapping “frames” it is possible that you will
recruit the same person twice, which requires some care

 Future research to be more systematic about understanding SM
statistics (separate links, etc.) vs. other recruiting methods
 Not all information must be collected scientifically: can be a good
way to contact many customers quickly and easily
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